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Executive Summary:   

Summary and key messages from our response 
 

Scale of the event in the North West  

The freeze thaw event in February / March 2018 was a national event, which affected all of the UK.   

In the United Utilities region new snow depth records were set and the temperature did not go above 
freezing for three consecutive days, with the lowest minimum temperature of -6.7C being recorded on 28 
February. The regions lowest daytime and lowest minimum temperatures since at least 1960, were also 
recorded between 27 February and 1 March. 

The prolonged period of cold weather was then followed by a rapid thaw.  This combination of events 
produced significant ground movement, which resulted in an increase in the number of mains bursts and 
provided a severe test for our assets, networks and processes. 

Planning and preparation  

Our preparation and planning - which was informed by the lessons learned from recent events - proved to 
be effective. This preparation meant that: 

• We had effectively assessed potential risks to our asset base and developed detailed contingency 
plans - which incorporated all teams from across the business - to cope with any impacts from a 
freeze thaw event 

• Our ability to actively monitor and manage our networks as and when incidents arise had been 
significantly enhanced through our new ‘systems thinking’ capability  

• We have the capability to proactively identify, communicate and then dynamically support 
customers in particular our Priority Services customers, both through regular communication and 
by ensuring that we have adequate supplies of bottled water  

• We had activated and had been running our “WinterWise” campaign, to help customers 
understand how they could protect their homes from the impact of the weather, since November  

• We were able to deliver 10 times more proactive communication messages than inbound contacts 
from customers 

• We have a very effective service recovery capability which means that where compensation is paid, 
it can be paid swiftly and directly into customers’ bank accounts 

Approach to the incident  

A decision was taken jointly by the Central Operations Director, the Chief Operating Officer and Chief 
Executive Officer to call a type 3 incident several days prior to the change in the weather.  This decision 
provided additional time to implement our contingency plans and to prepare for the event and proved 
instrumental in allowing us to maintain service levels during the incident. 

As a type 3 incident the plan was led by the Central Operations Director, with twice daily update meetings 
held for the duration of the incident with the Customer Service and People Director, Director of Water and 
Scientific Services and Director of Wastewater Network Plus.  
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The focus of the contingency plan that we implemented was on (1) progressively increasing WTW 
production ahead of the thaw stage to maximise potable water storage within our service reservoirs to 
meet increased leakage driven demand; (2) proactively managing supplies within the network and 
between storage facilities – so that there was sufficient water at all stages to meet demand and minimise 
customer impact; (3) managing customer communication – both proactively and in response to contacts 
for loss of supply and (4)  deploying alternative supply vehicles to pump water directly into the network 
and maintain supply to customers whilst repairs were undertaken.  

To support this work we placed additional field staff on standby and utilised additional resources from 
other parts of the business to handle the increase in; customer enquiries, work planning and alarm 
management.  We also operated key processes on a 24/7 basis and organised additional resources and 
consumables through existing contracts with key third parties.  

Communication and support  

We had already activated our “WinterWise” information and advice campaign in November 2017.  This 
included ‘how to’ advice on our website, interactive content suitable for use across social media channels, 
material to use with other organisations supporting some of our more vulnerable customers, together with 
an on-going radio advertising schedule and ‘pop-up’ shop events at key towns across the North West. 
These digital campaigns proved very effective with over 4.4 million views of our information and advice 
between 17 January and 9 March across Facebook, Twitter and YouTube. 

We mobilised our customer incident team which pulled together the skill sets and information required to 
provide real-time updates to customers impacted by the events using a number of channels. This team 
uses GIS data to identify Priority Services customers within the affected postcodes and then uses the ‘Go-
Pro’ tool to send updates via text, email and voice blasts, at speed and in bulk. 

As a result of effective promotion and raising awareness, the number of customers on our Priority Services 
register has more than doubled in recent years to over 50,000. We were able to maintain our business-as-
usual service to these customers, who received bottled water deliveries and two to three phone calls a day 
to ensure they were satisfied until the situation was back to normal for them.  

Impact on customers and compensation arrangements 

The combination of the cold weather followed by a rapid thaw inevitably led to an increase in the numbers 
of mains bursts, short term supply interruptions and customer contacts.  Despite this increased demand, 
the effectiveness of our preparations and the nature of our response allowed us to maintain both 
customer contact and main repair response times at levels comparable to normal operations.   

The additional resources we deployed meant that potential delays and escalation of incidents did not 
occur, which ensured that the impact upon customers was minimised.  With compensation only needing to 
be provided to 142 customers affected by a supply interruption and 114 customers for whom we had to re-
arrange a scheduled appointment we were unable to keep due to the weather and access issues.  

As the incident was managed in a way which allowed customer impacts to be minimised, we were able to 
identify any affected customers through our existing business-as-usual processes.  We also used our 
capability to pay compensation directly into customer bank accounts, developed following lessons learned 
from Franklaw, to ensure that all compensation payments have now been fully processed, with 79% of the 
payments for unplanned interruptions being paid directly into affected customers’ bank accounts. 
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Governance and assurance of the submissions 

The coverage, content and wording of the report has been developed and reviewed at director level with 
the final version being approved by the Chief Executive. 

The data within the submission, both within the Excel table and within the supporting report, has been 
developed by the contributors who provide the equivalent data for our year end regulatory reporting and 
in many cases has followed the same methodologies used for our regulatory reporting.  In certain cases the 
full validation process which occurs at year end has not been able to be followed.  Where this is the case 
we have indicated this in the relevant excel table and have set out the rationale behind the values used in 
the comments column of the spreadsheet. 

Corporate Audit undertook a review of the accuracy and completeness of the data tables and commentary 
prepared in response to this request for information. 

As part of the review by Corporate Audit sample based reviews were taken to test that: 

• Data items from the two tables could be traced to supporting systems and records; 

• Assumptions and/or estimates made are based on evidence and are reasonable; and 

• Assertions and statements made in the commentary are reasonable and can be supported. 

The findings from this audit were provided to the Chief Executive to support his decision to approve the 
submission and was detailed in an audit memo, the contents of which were discussed and agreed with 
department managers, UU Management.   
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Section A:  Factual details of freeze/thaw events 

It is important that we understand the factual details and timeline of what occurred for your network and 
customers. 

A1. Provide details of the impacts of events on your network / customers using the attached tables 
(please complete both sheets).  

Details of the impact of events on our network and customers are provided in the attached Excel 
tables.   

Both sheets are fully populated for the period 16 February 2018 to 14 March 2018, and show that we 
consider that the incident ran from 27 February when the weather forecast indicated imminent bad 
weather and a precautionary incident meeting was held, until 12 March.  The incident was classed as 
a type 31 incident from 28th February – 7th March, was downgraded to a type 2 incident on 8th 
March before being closed on 12th March.  

In these tables we have included a summary of the assumptions we have made in populating the 
values and have identified where the information has been estimated or is based upon preliminary or 
expected data and have explained the rationale behind these estimates.  

These tables demonstrate that whilst this was a very severe incident, our assets linked to a significant 
and well developed contingency plan allowed us to maintain relatively normal levels of service to our 
customers. 

As a consequence of the advance planning, the capability that is available through our integrated 
control centre (ICC) and the efforts of all our teams, we were able to minimise the impact of the 
incident on customers’ water supply and respond effectively to the incidents that did occur.    As a 
result of this compensation only needed to be provided to 142 customers affected by a supply 
interruption and 114 customers for whom we had to re-arrange a scheduled appointment we were 
unable to keep due to the weather and access issues. 

 

1 UU have four classes of incident, type 1 (lowest) type 4 highest.  Classification is made based on the magnitude, severity and 
impact using a matrix of twelve criteria covering all aspects of incident management.  The classification determines the level of 
management for the incident and is a measure of the complexity of the challenge faced. A type 3 incident is typically 
characterised as one with significant multiagency response and is led by a director with a task team structure to co-ordinate a 
multi departmental response. 
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A2. Beyond the issues highlighted in Tables 1 and 2, please provide details of any further impacts on 
your network or customers (by customer type) experienced that your company had to respond 
to?  

In addition to the points covered in Tables 1 and 2, the severity of the incident had other operational 
impacts which whilst causing some difficulty, we were able to manage: 

• Snowfall and strong winds in Cumbria, the 
Pennines, north Manchester and the 
Macclesfield area caused severe accessibility 
issues to both operational sites and 
customer properties and hampered essential 
treatment chemical deliveries, even when 
gritters were available on site. 

• Due to the weather in Cumbria and the 
impact on transportation for our employees, 
and on the advice of the local authority, we 
made the decision to close our Whitehaven 
call centre on 28th February from 2pm 
onwards and we redirected the calls to our 
Lingley Mere HQ in line with our standard 
continuity plan.  

• To mitigate the fact that the Whitehaven 
centre closed, we put all staff in our Lingley 
Mere call centre on the phones, including managers and support staff, plus we got volunteers 
to work additional hours. 

• The cold temperatures caused some frozen pipework and process issues at both Water and 
Wastewater treatment sites despite the additional investment on winter preparedness within 
all our process sites in recent years. 

• Strong winds caused damage on catchment land with a significant amount of damage to the 
Thirlmere catchment and Macclesfield Forest and to the road around the West side of 
Thirlmere reservoir.  Many thousands of tonnes of timber was brought down causing further 
accessibility issues.  Additionally, walls and fences were damaged and slopes destabilised which 
will require significant expenditure and require us to apply for a formal road closure. 

• Production capacity at WTW’s was affected during the cold phase, as the effectiveness of 
coagulation and disinfection processes were impacted at a small number of sites by locally 
low raw water temperatures, with the low temperatures also slowing down bioresources 
processes.  However, the robustness of the contingency plans allowed these issues to remain 
unnoticed by customers. 

During the freeze thaw period we also experienced an increase in call volumes mainly due to 
customers concerned with frozen or burst pipes on their own properties. We did all we could to offer 
advice on what to do when customers rang our call centre and via our website, social media and 
proactive messaging, through our Go Pro texts, voice blast and emails.  
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We also undertook regular updating of the information on the web emergency pages and through 
the use of advice and information on our broader social channels.  

This work supplemented our proactive “WinterWise” campaign that had been running since 
November 2017 (details of this are set out in Section D2 of this document).  We had more than 
16,000 page views of our main WinterWise web page from January to March, with almost 3,000 of 
those views on 1st March which was when the weather was at its worst in our region. 

Overall, we had more than 175,000 views of our web incident pages between 27th February and 8th 
March. The highest volume of views, at 75,091, was on one day – which was the 4th March. 

Between the 16th February and 16th March we received 35,594 inbound calls relating to network 
issues and sent a total of 349,024 proactive messages to customers.  

Figure 1.  Number of proactive messages sent to customers  
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A3. Details of how responding to the incident impacted on your wider business’s “business as usual” 
operations during the incident period. Where possible provide an indication of the scale and 
nature of these impacts. 

Through good incident planning, we minimised the impact of the freeze-thaw with particular emphasis 
on targeted resource management. 

• Planned training, briefings and meetings were deferred from work schedules to ensure field 
teams were available for leakage repair and water production activities.  

• Planned outages at Lostock WTW, Lightshaw WTW, Franklaw WTW, Denton WTW, Croft 
WTW and the raw water pumping stations at Shap and Windermere were all deferred. The 
total production capacity of these sites is 675.1Ml/d. 

• All planned major capital work on the water network and water production sites were 
deferred to reduce any planned production outages to maintain WTW production capacity 
and to ensure field resources could be freed up to support customer needs as they arose. 
Planned outages at Lostock WTW, Lightshaw WTW, Franklaw WTW, Denton WTW, Croft 
WTW and the raw water pumping stations at Shap and Windermere were all deferred. The 
total production capacity of these sites is 675.1Ml/d. 

• Additional resources were used to handle the increase in contacts, additional network 
activities and increase in production planning associated with the freeze thaw however 
service levels associated with other non-urgent work were impacted. See section C2 for more 
details. 

• Our incident management process is such that business as usual events and minor incidents 
continue to be managed by our duty manager with the major incident being managed 
separately by a director. 

• In the course of the incident we also participated in over 25 multiagency incident meetings 
and held twenty internal incident meetings. 
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A4. What have you judged to be the cause of the issues, particularly water supply interruptions, for 
your customers (by customer type) during this period? What factors were relevant? 

The main causes of the issues we experienced were: 

• A prolonged period of cold weather - followed by a rapid thaw.  This caused ground 
movements and resulted in an increase in the number of burst water mains. 

• The temperature did not go above freezing for three consecutive days and the lowest 
minimum temperature was -6.7C on the 28th February. The 27th February through to the 1st 
March recorded their lowest daytime temperatures since at least 1960. The 28th February 
and the 1st March also recorded their lowest minimum temperatures since at least 19602. 

Figure 2.  Graph showing the minimum temperature in United Utilities region 

 
Figure 3.  Graph showing the maximum temperature in United Utilities region 

 

 

2 Met Office cold weather impact analysis for United Utilities 
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• Significant snowfall and strong winds caused accessibility issues at water, wastewater and 

bioresources production, pumping and storage sites and at customer properties, hampering essential 
deliveries and operational activities; and,   

• Heavy snowfall and strong winds resulted in the closure of the Whitehaven call centre as travelling 
conditions for call centre staff were deemed too dangerous. 

Whilst there were challenges brought about by the weather in terms of accessing some parts of the 
region, we were still able to maintain the business-as-usual service for our Priority Services customers. 
This was achieved through up-front planning and through our normal events management a bottled 
water service was placed in the correct geographical locations in the event it was needed for delivery to 
our priority customers’, although this was only required in very localised circumstances and normally due 
to customers own private pipes being frozen. 

The prolonged cold weather and rapid freeze thaw also caused frozen and burst pipes on customers’ 
properties.  Figure 4 below shows daily leakage reductions from 16th February to 14th March for district 
metering areas (DMAs) where we undertook repairs and for DMAs where the reduction was solely due 
to customer repairs.   

Figure 4. District Meter Area Leakage compared with customer side leakage 

 

The orange line is the daily leakage for all DMAs.  The graph shows a peak in leakage correlating to 
the increase in temperatures and resultant freeze thaw.  The blue shows leakage in DMAs where we 
did not complete any mains repair bursts.  The difference between the blue and orange line is 
accounted for by customer side leaks repaired by customers. This demonstrates the scale of frozen 
and burst mains on customers’ properties.  Customer own repairs accounted for about 55% of the 
reduction we saw during the first 10 days post thaw dropping to 18% by mid-March. 
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Section B: Planning and preparation 

We want to understand what steps companies took prior to the incident period to prepare in order to 
minimise the impact on customers.  

B1. How did your established processes for gathering intelligence and insight into the potential 
effects of forecast bad weather on your network help you to prepare for this event? Did they 
highlight any particular risks and what did you do to mitigate these? (eg network preparation, 
communications with customers, increased engineering or call centre resources) Did you share 
insights with other utilities/services? 

 

GATHERING INFORMATION TO ALLOW US TO EFFECTIVELY PREPARE 

We have access to live weather forecasts which we use as part of our business as usual processes and 
have direct links with Local Resilience Forums and Resilience Direct to share information. In addition, 
as part of our routine and ongoing preparation for winter weather, we operate a number of 
processes and undertake a number of actions to try to ensure that we can understand the potential 
risks and effects of bad weather under different circumstances. Based upon this understanding we 
put plans and processes in place to allow us to adequately prepare for, and respond to and manage 
these effects and to minimise or mitigate the impact upon customers. 

As set out in Section B5 we have learnt lessons from previous events, with these lessons being 
reflected in our current risk assessment and planning.  In summary the approach we adopt involves: 

• Risk assessments to understand how potential risks could emerge and impact upon our assets; 

• Scenario planning to test how we would respond to these risks; 

• Active monitoring and management of our networks, to identify issues and retarget our 
activities; and, 

• Contingency planning to ensure we are prepared for and able to respond to incidents. 

Each of these four areas is described in more detail below: 

a) RISK ASSESSMENT AND MITIGATION 

Although it is not always possible to accurately predict which parts of our region will experience 
severe weather through historic data and experience we know the areas that experience severe 
weather most frequently.  

We use a holistic, multi-hazard approach to evaluating risk to our customers’ supply that considers a 
number of factors. Our risk assessment processes have been informed by external input from Arup 
and Arcadis, and we have aligned our definition of resilience with Ofwat guidance. This process is 
used to identify, rank and resolve issues on sites to improve the overall reliability of our supply 
system and we believe that it is an industry leading approach.  

This approach has enabled us to develop a thorough understanding of the risks to our water supply 
system and implement an integrated approach to managing resilience risk. As a result, we have made 
significant improvements in how we operate our systems, plan for issues and respond when they 
occur. 
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b) SCENARIO PLANNING 

We ran three major incident exercises in 2017.  Although none of these had a severe weather 
scenario at the root of events they served to test our procedures against a range of different and 
challenging scenarios.   We see response to a freeze/thaw incident as with any incident as about 
strong leadership, commonly understood good practice structures, good facilities and administrative 
resource all supporting competent front line personnel. 

The period 21st November 2010 to 31st December 2010 set new records in terms of low 
temperatures and duration.  The thaw was also surprisingly rapid.  This is set as our baseline scenario 
for planning purposes.  

Our scenario planning approach allowed us assess how we would operate safely in conditions as 
severe as these and to identify where we would need to target increases in effort to maintain our 
normal high levels of customer services.  The outcome of the recent events validates this approach.   

 

c) ACTIVE MONITORING, CONTROL AND ANALYTICS 

UU has recently developed and implemented a new operational systems thinking approach, with the 
operational, customer and Integrated Control Centre (ICC) teams operating as an integrated team.  

Fundamental to the effective operation of this model is high quality situational awareness – ensuring 
that live granular data is marshalled within the ICC and available to the centre and field teams, so 
that issues are identified quickly and action planned and taken.  UU has invested in a suite of 
telemetry and data systems, including (1) a new telemetry system for all assets; (2) system wide 
coverage of flow and pressure sensors within its water network, with transmission back to the 
centre; (3) Live asset data (e.g. quality, flow, levels) and (4) Aquavista, a GIS visualisation of customer 
service with live and historic data at customer level.  

This data is used by central planning teams within the ICC for proactive planning, customer 
communication and reactive deployment of field teams.  

The three figures over page demonstrate: how we can visualise the key sources within the full 
integrated zone and use live information to provide early warnings of potential issues (figure 5); how 
we can then target in to individual DMZ to provide more detail of the location and nature of any 
issues (figure 6) and then how we can manage ongoing events at specific locations through the use of 
bespoke dashboards (figure 7).  

This system thinking approach enables us to: 

• Transform the way we are organised to recognise issues early and respond before customers 
experience an impact. 

• Increase the use of asset monitoring and data analytics to proactively identify issues and assess 
their impact on the wider water supply system 

• Intelligently manage our existing interconnected network assets in a way that optimises 
operational flexibility and redundancy through centrally coordinated network management 
plans, remote controlled and automated where possible. 
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Figure 5: Regional schematic screenshot showing the main regional sources and key live data for the integrated zone 
provides early warning of potential issues   

 

Figure 6: Key live data at DMZ level can be accessed from the regional schematic providing situation awareness 

 

Figure 7: Example of a bespoke dashboard demonstrating how we can marshal, tailor and configure data to manage 
events – in this case an outage at Lostock WTW.   
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d) CONTINGENCY PLANS 

Operational contingency plans 

The risk assessment and system thinking approach described above informs our contingency plans.  

Since the 2010/2011 event we have increased the resilience of our assets to the impacts of winter, 
with key checks and controls being incorporated into business as usual cyclic planning and being 
focused on higher risk areas. 

This additional asset resilience ranges from relatively straightforward activities confirming ducts and 
vents are adequately protected and grit bins are full, to more complex Water Production Planning (as 
summarised in response to point a) where headroom to cope with a freeze-thaw event (baselined to 
the previous worst case)  is factored into our production capability and outage allowance.  Our levels 
of investment in this area have been significantly increased in recent years. 

Seasonal weather contingency planning with our Local Resilience Forum partners is part of our cycle 
of activities and we participate in local joined up preparedness meetings where multiagency risks and 
issues are shared. 

We have agreements in place with third parties that we can call upon with short notice.  In 
preparation for severe weather, our commercial (supply chain) department compiled information on 
the company’s intranet site to facilitate obtaining supplies for business-critical chemicals, 
consumables and essential services over the winter period. 

Proactive communications, help and advice 

Planning for our annual WinterWise campaign began in the summer and the campaign itself was 
activated from November 2018 in recognition of the fact that a prolonged cold spell could happen at 
any time and having learned lessons from the last time the region was affected by a significant freeze 
thaw in 2011. This campaign included providing ‘how to’ advice on the website, interactive content 
suitable across all our social channels, outreach material which other organisations supporting some 
of our more vulnerable customers could use and share, together an on-going radio advertising 
schedule.  

We also held 17 ‘pop-up’ shop events at key towns across the North West from February through to 
the end of March at which WinterWise advice packs were given out to customers. The same 
information was carried by our water quality officers and provided to householders during water 
quality testing visits. 

The main thrust of the campaign was to initially encourage customers to prepare for the cold 
weather to help protect their homes and themselves which then developed into specific help and 
information about what to do if they had a problem, with a frozen or burst pipe for example. The 
communication messages were refreshed by day or more frequently to ensure they kept pace with 
the impact the weather was having on customers at that time and so the advice was relevant. 

The main messages were:  

• Pipes like people need wrapping up this winter – lag your water pipes in cold places 

• Know what to do if your pipes freeze or burst – find and test your stop tap 

• Look after loved ones and others in the community by offering to lag their pipes 
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The detailed statistics behind this campaign are captured elsewhere in this document.  However, the 
overarching digital campaigns, for example, across Facebook, Twitter and YouTube performed well – 
with 4.4 million views of our information and advice between 17 January and 9 March. 
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B2. What impact, if any, did your preparation have on your ability to handle this event? What role 
did your Executive take in preparing for these severe events? 

Extensive planning, effective incident management and our system thinking approach meant we 
were able to mitigate the impact of the incident on customers, keep key stakeholders informed and 
ensure the health and safety of our employees.  This preparation was imperative to our ability to 
handle the event.   

Our system thinking capability ensured that during the Freeze thaw event, the Central Production 
Planning team used the Production planning tools (described in response to question B1) to manage 
WTW production, pumping systems and treated water storage at a regional and – crucially - local 
level to successfully maintain supplies to all customers.  

The systems allowed issues to be identified quickly and action taken to mitigate any risk of loss of 
supply – for example by deployment of the company’s significant alternative supply vehicle fleet, 
which enabled supplies to be maintained whilst leaks were identified and repaired.  The system also 
allowed us to dynamically alter supply arrangements to divert water resources towards areas where 
most needed through this holistic and real time view of production, storage and demand. 

In addition, the company’s central Network System Operator team uses a suite of data, GIS enabled 
visualisation of customer service system, integration tools and machine learning enabled systems 
(Aquavista) to compare live performance (flow and pressure) with historical norms – enabling the 
team to spot issues developing and either control systems from the centre or deploy field teams to 
take action. The team are also trained in Network modelling, enabling effective proactive and 
reactive planning for system management, alternative supply vehicle deployment and repair 
resource deployment whilst also reducing the risks associated with sufficiency and acceptability 
(discolouration or aeration).  These systems were used to very great effect during the freeze thaw 
event, enabling network and customer issues to be identified and resolved quickly. 

With our contingency planning meaning that in preparation for the severe weather we worked with 
suppliers to ensure that we had adequate equipment and materials ahead of the freeze thaw. 

• Bottled water storage was maximised in advance of the thaw, with water available across the 
region, as well as a further contingency in reserve which could be utilised at premium rates. 

• Additional resources were in place to support effective deployment of alternative supply 
vehicles which were used to maintain supplies during mains repairs.  

• Additional pipes and materials were ordered to facilitate a scenario of up to 50% additional 
work over and above base levels. 

• We hired an additional five HGV units, to support the alternative supply vehicles and to enable 
three refrigerated trailers for distributing bottle water if required.  

Operationally these actions included carefully managing major and minor outages at water 
treatment works and treated water storage systems and increasing leakage detection effort and the 
number of repair contract staff. 

The Executive also played an active role in preparing for and managing this event. 

The decision taken jointly by the Central Operations Director, the Chief Operating Officer (Group 
Board member) and Chief Executive Officer (Group Board member) to call a type 3 incident several 
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days prior to the change in weather allowed us significant quality planning time to maintain our 
normal high levels of service. 

The severe weather event was then managed as a type 3 incident lead by the Central Operations 
Director.  Twice daily update meetings were held for the duration of the incident with the Customer 
Service and People Director, Director of Water and Scientific Services and Director of Wastewater 
Network Plus.   

Daily incident updates were also provided to members of the Executive, senior management and key 
personnel. These senior directors were present on site, including the weekend, when the weather 
was at its worst in the region. 

Details of the role the Executive played in communicating both internally and to external 
stakeholders e.g. local authorities, other agencies, Government and Ofwat are set out in Section D of 
this report. 
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B3. What emergency plans were in place and were they adequate to cope with the problems? Were 
those emergency plans appropriately enacted? If so, when?  

Our 24/7 duty managers (ICC Response Managers) have as part of their duties the requirement to 
undertake a daily weather risk assessment.  This takes place overnight and the assessment is sent to 
the business at the start of the day.  They are the point of contact for Met Office and EA weather 
advice and in emergency incidents issue ad hoc assessments.    

A precautionary incident meeting to assess preparedness was held on 27 February, when the 
forecast indicated imminent bad weather.  Issues discussed at this meeting included treatment works 
availability, leakage levels and emergency plant utilisation (e.g. deployment of space heaters).  At this 
stage the assessment was the situation was an ‘Event’, i.e. a significant occurrence but one below a 
formal declaration of an incident.   

A further meeting at ‘Event level’ took place on 28 February and the agenda included discussions 
around customer service and the possible implications of the eventual thaw and mitigation plan.  In 
this instance the plans and processes at the forefront of our attention are listed below.  These 
processes are applicable to many types of potential incident but were being interpreted with a 
severe weather scenario in mind. 

• Company incident procedures 
• Production planning procedures 
• Business continuity planning (in relation to staff getting to our Whitehaven call centre) 
• Work management resource planning procedures 
• Health and safety arrangements 

As mentioned previously we have a tiered approach to incident management based on the 
magnitude, severity and impact of the incident.   

We proactively notified Defra according to their SEMD requirements on 1 March. 

We participated in multiagency meetings with our Local Resilience Forum colleagues from 27 
February onwards in accordance with our internal procedures and the Civil Contingencies Act. 

We declared a Type 3 incident on 28th February due to the potential effects on customers (the scale 
of events, the number of facilities effected, impact on resources and the multiagency aspects).  This 
was in accordance with our incident assessment matrix, where a type 3 incident is typically 
characterised as one with significant multiagency response and is led by a director with a task team 
structure to co-ordinate a multi departmental response. 

Our incident procedure is discussed in more detail in Section C.  This proved to be robust and 
enabled us to put in place a properly resourced response at each stage of the incident with properly 
trained and resourced responders. 
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B4. What training have your staff had for responding to severe weather events, particularly 
freeze/thaw incidents?  

Our incident management training is based around national best practice3 and is designed to deliver 
generic incident management capability.   

In particular we concentrate on strong leadership, recognising that most employees are required to 
undertake their normal roles in incidents not incident specific roles.   Over 200 managers have had in 
house training in strategic and tactical incident management provided by the Emergency Planning 
College. We have identified a dozen senior managers who are being taken though a rolling 
continuous professional development type programme to equip them to lead the most major of 
incidents.    

We have an on-line eLearning incident management package aimed at all employees.  We have 
trained loggists and staff trained in using the national emergency planning and response extranet 
Resilience Direct.   

We ran three major incident exercises in 2017, with these exercises forming a key element of the 
training.  Although none of these had a severe weather scenario at the root of events they served to 
test our procedures against a range of different and challenging scenarios.   We see response to a 
freeze/thaw incident as with any incident as about strong leadership, commonly understood good 
practice structures, good facilities and administrative resource all supporting competent front line 
personnel. 

In common with all water companies we are audited annually on our compliance with the Security & 
Emergency Measures Direction (SEMD).  Our auditors are Halcrow Management Sciences Ltd.  Their 
2018 report, just received, identifies two areas of outstanding practice (including how we have 
treated the lessons learnt from the Franklaw incident), many areas where they believe our approach 
and capability is good.  None of the three areas where they suggest we look to make improvements 
relate to our capability to respond effectively to a freeze thaw type incident. 

 

  

3 UU manages events within its operational businesses in line with UK best practice guidelines, using the principles of the Joint 
Emergency Services Interoperability Programme (JESIP) categorised 1 to 4. 
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B5. What did you learn from previous incident management events, including through working with 
other water companies, local / regional partners, emergency services or other service providers, 
and how is this reflected in your current processes? 

Storm events early in AMP6, the loss of a large water treatment facility and failures of distribution 
trunk mains thoroughly tested the resilience of our asset base and allowed us to test and develop our 
response and recovery capabilities.  

Storm Desmond - a 1 in 1000 year event - resulted in record breaking rainfall across Cumbria and 
Lancashire affecting the quality of raw water in storage and causing power disruption across the 
northern half of our region.  However, due to the relative resilience in our supply system, losses were 
only experienced on a localised basis in the centre of the storm, principally because of power loss 
and an inability to gain access to the affected areas. 

• Recognising our current vulnerability to low probability higher consequence asset failures 
affecting our ability to deliver on our current performance commitment, we have completed 
a service risk review of our asset base using a world-class resilience risk methodology. 

• We have reviewed our approach to resilience in line with Cabinet Office guidance and 
adapted our business to focus on managing the risks and consequences of events. 

• We have also looked at how well we react to put things right when they go wrong. This has 
driven in our 3R ‘Respond, Restore and Repair’ approach to supply interruptions, where we 
prioritise restoration of customer supplies first. Our increased situational awareness has other 
benefits including that we can proactively alert customers about issues and update them on 
progress. 

We have also experienced, and learnt from, the impact of the cryptosporidium event at Franklaw 
WTW during AMP6.  

• Following the completion of the Franklaw court case on the 10th October 2017, we ran a 
series of seminars with our sector peers designed to allow a sharing of our own lessons 
learned.   

• Due to the complexity of the incident and depth of learning, the seminars were structured 
into four different events, allowing each seminar to focus on a different aspect. The four 
seminar titles were: 

o Water Industry Seminar 1: Overview 
o Water Industry Seminar 2: Scientific & Engineering 
o Water Industry Seminar 3: Incident Management & Customer Experience 
o North West Agencies (that formed part of the multi-agency response) Seminar 4: 

Incident response working with customers and communities affected by the incident  

Experience from previous events has also taught us the importance of working with local partners. 
During the incident; 

• We attended multi-agency co-ordination meetings. Four out of the five regional areas 
(Cumbria, Lancashire, Cheshire and Manchester) initiated multi-agency responses with the 
establishment of strategic and tactical co-ordination meetings, only one regional area 
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(Merseyside) remained out of a multi-agency response situation. We were involved in all of 
these meetings, though we did not have any major role to play; 

• We were in regular dialogue with local councils (Cumbria 2 calls per day) specifically about 
potential access issues, provided support and used snow ploughs to ensure we could gain 
access and essential deliveries to site; and 

• We worked closely with our partners to identify additional resource to support the increase in 
workload. 
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Section C: Incident response 

We want to understand how companies responded to the incident, including how it prioritised action and 
how the Board and Executive were involved in the process. 

C1. Provide details of your established processes for responding to issues during severe weather 
events, particularly late winter freeze/thaw incidents (e.g. operational, governance, 
communications, working arrangements with other authorities through local / regional 
partnerships). Were these processes effective during this incident? In your response, make clear 
the role of your Executive in any decision making within these processes. 

INCIDENT MANAGEMENT 

Incident Management Approach 

UU manages events within its operational businesses in line with UK best practice guidelines, using 
the principles of the Joint Emergency Services Interoperability Programme (JESIP) categorised 1 to 4. 

a) Initial Freeze Phase 

In preparation for and in advance of the severe weather, UU participated in  multi-agency conference 
calls on 26 and 27 February 2018 and initiated its own incident, which on 28 February became a 
Director led Type 3 incident.  The incident was managed, as is normal, with a task team structure 
focused on managing impacts within specific areas – including H&S, maintaining customer service, 
providing advice to customers, access, and securing operational performance.  Access in some areas 
was very difficult during this period as shown in the below pictures. 

b) Preparation for the Thaw Stage 

As part of the incident and during the “freeze part” of the event (from 28 February), the team 
undertook a detailed extendibility exercise, assessing and planning for a number of thaw scenarios 
across the business. For the Water business one of the key activities was assessing the impact of the 
thaw on leakage breakout and therefore customer service – with scenarios assessed including a 
prolonged period of freezing weather, a gradual thaw (with a lower impact of leakage) and a rapid 
thaw (resulting in a rapid increase in leakage).  At this stage UU planned for the worst case scenario 
of a rapid thaw and took a number of early actions to enable it to be able to respond quickly should 
this scenario occur.   

The team also initiated a number of proactive actions, including: 

a) suspending some of our large planned asset improvement works – enabling all WTWs to 
return to maximum output to increase treated water storage within the system;  

b) activating its detailed customer communications plan, which rolled out specific interactive 
‘how to’ advice to help customers manage frozen pipes within their homes;  

c) planning for an increase in customer calls by re-deploying customer advisors;  

d) cancelling all non-urgent work;  

e) securing additional leakage repair resources;  

f) increasing of out of hours resource levels across the business;  
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g) increasing the manning of our 20 Alternative Supply Vehicles (ASVs) (30,000 litre HGV 
tankers capable of pumping drinking water directly into the network) and  

h) increasing the availability of bottled water in case of a large scale interruption to over 
80,000 bottles.   

These actions were implemented as quickly as practicable and were all in place for the start of the 
start of the thaw.  

 
c) Response to the Thaw Stage 

On Saturday 3 March 2018 the focus of the incident shifted to implementation of the detailed plans 
developed through the initial stages of the incident by a 24/7 integrated team involving the Water, 
Customer, ICC and repair contract teams.  The team focused on (1) progressively increasing 
production to meet increased leakage driven demand; (2) proactively managing supplies within the 
network and between storage facilities – so that there was sufficient water at all stages to meet 
demand across the whole of UU’s region with minimal customer impact; (3) managing customer 
communication – both proactively and in response to contacts for loss of supply and (4)  deploying 
ASVs where necessary to pump water directly into the network whilst repairs were undertaken and 
thereby maintaining supply to customers.   

This approach proved to be very successful with no Service Reservoir running empty and WTW 
production being maintained throughout.  There were a significant number of single property reports 
of “no water” caused by freezing of internal pipework and customers were advised appropriately.  In 
addition, between 3 March and 5 March there were about 40 no water and poor supply events 
where there were more than 3 contacts.  Although the customer impact was managed effectively 
with low customer contact rates, given the scale of the weather impact.  Where Priority Service 
Customers were affected by a supply interruption, bottled water was delivered to their door.  

The approach to customer communication was managed very effectively by our dedicated customer 
team, with over 90,000 proactive communications to customers via Email, SMS and Voice blast and 
an additional 677 calls to Priority Service Customers, and with over 175,000 views of our incident 
web page and updates. 

We made 100 proactive social media winter advice posts during December to March and the ‘how to’ 
video contents with pipe lagging, stop tap advice and help others messaging had 200,000 views over 
that same period. 

On Twitter our promoted/targeted posts had over 50,000 views with an average of over 100 clicks 
through per day to our website WinterWise advice. During the week of our type 3 incident, we 
responded to over 200 direct messages on Facebook, compared to around 80 the previous week; and 
on Twitter, we responded to 2,300 tweets compared to 1,100 the previous week. 
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C2. For this incident, please describe how your company went about deploying the resources 
required to respond to the incident. In responding, please detail the scale of resource deployed 
and from which parts of the business and/or external resources (eg supply chain, local / regional 
partners, business retailers) they were drawn. 

• Additional field staff were put onto standby so we could respond quickly to sudden increases 
in work volumes. 

• Utilisation of previously trained garage staff trained to fill/inject and drive ASVs on standby. 

• Additional resources (from other parts of the business and overtime) were used to handle the 
increase in customer enquiries, work planning and alarm management.  

• Production planning team changed to 24/7 working. 

• 24/7 Network Manager cover was provided in our Integrated Control Centre over the incident 
period from Friday 2nd to Sunday 11th March, with a nominated senior Network Area Manager 
on call for escalations from 5th March to 11th March.  

• The network task team utilised the situational awareness systems to triage and deploy field 
staff and monitor flow, pressure and service reservoir level trends to identify areas to address, 
in many cases prior to customer impact. 

• We organised additional capacity in the supply chain, notably through Amey for an additional 
11 mains repair teams to deal with the increase in bursts.   

• Circa 500 hours of additional resources for leakage detection and network management was 
provided through extended working of UU and contractor staff. 

• Implemented an increase in capacity of at least 20% for resources involved in mains repair 
activities and ICC based teams (such as customer contact management, alarm management 
and work management activities) 

• Our partners provided additional resources to support the increase in traffic management and 
reinstatement activity caused by the increase in network repairs. 

• Temporary staff were employed to process reports of leakage. 

• We deployed 6 agency drivers to our main depot location for our ASV tankers on 12 hours 
shifts to enable faster deployment of ASV’s on 4th March. We then increased agency driver 
support from 10 to 14 each day from 3rd March until 11th March. 

• Leakage Manager and leakage analysts were co-located in our ICC each day from 3rd to 11th 
March to assess DMA demand and leakage and acted as a triage for our Alliance partners to 
ensure we deployed their repair resource optimally. 
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C3. Provide details of how your company assessed the operational implications and prioritised its 
responses during the incident period. 

Our incident management approach is to adopt a dynamic task team approach to manage different 
elements of the incident, provide the necessary support whilst being flexible enough to adapt to 
changing circumstances. The initial task team structure included task teams from across water and 
wastewater but the focus changed to water on 5th March once it became apparent that the impact 
on wastewater could be managed locally. 

The Task Team brings together key people from across the business with the necessary skills and 
experience to assess operational implications, prioritise responses and direct resources.  

Figure 8: Severe Weather Task Team Structure from 5th March to 12th March 
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C4. What challenges/barriers did your company face in resolving problems that customers 
experienced? How did you overcome them?  

A key barrier that we faced was resolving restricted access to our operational sites or access to 
customer properties.  To manage this issue, we postponed lower priority planned work, to focus 
available resources on higher priority work, where it was safe to do so.  

We also made use of 4x4 vehicles to maintain access or local authority resources to clear critical 
roads for access. Our arrangements with our fleet supply chain through our normal winterisation 
plans gave us access to additional 4x4 vehicles, which augmented our already substantial fleet. A 
number of these vehicles were strategically located across our region as part of our preparations 

 

C5. Provide details of how your company identified customers in vulnerable circumstances before, 
during and after the incident. What support was offered to these customers and how was this 
delivered? 

Any customer who needs additional support, either short or long term, can join our Priority Services 
register. We have developed our Priority Services registration process with advice from support 
agencies and now have more than 50,000 customers registered with us. 

Through engaging with recognised third sector organisations focussed on supporting those in 
vulnerable circumstances we have developed what we believe to be an industry leading Priority 
Services offering. Organisations such as Age UK have helped us put in place the measures and 
support that customers value most. 

Figure 5: Map showing % of Households on the Priority Service Scheme 

Behind the scenes, our network teams carefully plan work 
to minimise disruption to Priority Services customers and 
using GIS data aligned to customer data we are quickly and 
easily able to identify those customers affected so we can 
proactively contact them and understand their needs. 

During the freeze thaw incident, Priority Services 
customers, if affected by a supply interruption, had 
bottled water delivered to the door. We made 677 
additional calls to those customers. 

 

To provide insight on how best to continue to engage with 
customers in vulnerable circumstances in June 2017 we 
formed an independent Customer Advisory Panel. Acting as 
a voice for those customers who have traditionally found it 
difficult to raise concerns, the panel is playing a key role in 
ensuring that we deliver leading services now and into the 
future. 
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Independent from our CCG panel, the Customer Advisory panel has a more concentrated remit, 
particularly focussed on how best to engage and address customers in vulnerable circumstances, 
including those facing affordability challenges. 

Alongside Priority Services, we can also quickly identify other vulnerable and sensitive customers, 
such as schools, hospitals and care homes, for example, and a process in place which means we can 
contact them, understand their needs and provide the right help as quickly as possible.  
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Section D: Communication and support 

Regular and informative communications are especially important during major incidents. We want to 
understand how water companies communicated with customers and wider stakeholders during the 
incident. 

D1. How effective were your communication processes before, during and after this incident for each 
of the below: 

a. Customers (residential and business);  

The approach to customer communication was managed effectively by our dedicated customer team, 
with approximately 10 times more proactive communication messages than the volume of inbound 
contacts we received from customers. 

In total there were over 90,000 proactive communications to customers via Email, SMS and Voice blast, 
an additional 677 calls to Priority Service Customers, over 175,000 views of our incident web page 
(75,000 of those on the 4th March), and 16,000 page views on our main WinterWise web page, with 
2,800 of these views being on 1st March.  

b. Customers in vulnerable circumstances and business customers for whom a water supply is 
critical (e.g. hospitals, schools)? 

There is a prescribed incident and event management process which ensures that sensitive customers 
such as schools, hospitals and care homes, for example, are specifically identified and their needs 
understood in order to provide the right help as quickly as possible. Beyond the wider advice and 
information which was made available to customers throughout this period, the specific events on our 
network did not require us to trigger this process or deal with specific issues for those customers. 

c. Water retail businesses  

As per above, there is a specific process followed to ensure retailers are provided with the necessary 
information from their own perspective and also in order to support communication to their business 
customers. There is dedicated account contact within the UUW Wholesale Service Desk to respond in 
such situations and to be the liaison and to make sure relevant information is shared on the portal. 
Beyond the wider information and advice which was communicated to all customers, there were no 
specific events on our network which required us to share more specific information or deal with 
specific issues. 

d. Wider stakeholders? (eg local authorities, other agencies, Government, Ofwat) 

Regular proactive updates were provided to key stakeholders including Defra, DWI, CCWater and the 
EA.  Four out of the five regional areas (Cumbria, Lancashire, Cheshire and Merseyside) initiated 
multi-agency responses with the establishment of strategic and tactical co-ordination meetings, only 
one regional area (Merseyside) remained outside of a mulita-agency response situation.  We were 
involved in all of the meetings. On 3rd March all multi-agency severe weather calls were stood down.    

We were in regular dialogue with local councils (Cumbria 2 calls per day) specifically about potential 
access issues.  The use of snow ploughs helped ensure we could gain access to sites and take 
essential deliveries.  
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We liaised with local partners but were not required to provide any mutual aid. Cumbria NHS 
requested mutual aid which was provided by the Environmental Agency. 

A summary of the main updates to key stakeholders: 

• Update to Defra and CCW 4th March 

• CCW, DWI, Ofwat and EA updated 5th March 

• Update to Defra 6th March 

• Update to Resilience Direct 

• Update to Defra 7th March and a further DEFRA call with senior leaders for all water companies. 

 

D2. What channels did you use for communication with customers and key stakeholders before, 
during and after the event? (e.g. local, regional or national news media, social media, e-mail, 
SMS, hard copy letter)  What were your key messages at each stage? Please provide examples of 
your communications material with your submission. 

Prior to the incident we had already launched our WinterWise campaign which ran Nov 2017-March 
2018 and focused on the following three messages: 

• Pipes like people need wrapping up this winter – lag your water pipes in cold places 

• Know what to do if your pipes freeze or burst – find and test your stop tap 

• Look after loved ones and others in the community by offering to lap their pipes  

In preparation for the freeze thaw, our customer and media facing message updates changed focus 
from frozen pipe advice to what to do in the event of a burst pipe in your home as the weather 
conditions determined. We made sure the advice was changed regularly, daily if necessary. The use 
of #winterready made it easy for customers to access our information in one place. 

The main headlines from that campaign were: 

• A specific digital marketing push from 17th January to 9th March had 4.4 million views of our 
winter advice ads.  

• 10,800 people clicked through for more advice after seeing that digital advertising, in the period 
between 17th January to 9th March 

• 16,000 page views on our main WinterWise web page from January to March, with 2,808 views 
on 1st March alone when the cold snap hit 

• Over 100 social media winter advice posts made during Dec 17 –Mar 18  

• Series of videos with subtitles are hosted on YouTube giving simple pipe lagging, find your stop 
tap advice and also has a ‘help others in your community’ message –had 234,702 views in total 
– over the period of the campaign which began in November. 

• Our Radio ad with winter advice ran throughout on regional stations reaching around 3million 
people and ran throughout February 
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• 1,000 winter packs given out at customer roadshows across the North West, and through water 
quality team’s home visits, which ran throughout February and March. 

• We reached our customers who may be in vulnerable circumstances through All Together Now 
newspaper with 110k distribution, readership of 500k across the North, with a special 
WinterWise wraparound feature in the December-January edition. 

The regional media were offered proactive interviews and the Director of Water and Scientific 
Services gave an interview to Radio Lancashire on 5th March giving listeners advice on what to do if 
they had frozen pipes or burst pipes and how to get in contact with United Utilities. 

During the freeze thaw incident, we responded to over 200 direct messages on Facebook compared 
to about 80 the previous week. On Twitter we responded to 2, 300 tweets compared to 1,100 the 
previous week. 

Over the weekend when the severe weather hit (3-6th March) we made 70,000 proactive 
communications to customers. The ‘high call volumes’ banner on our website, to encourage 
customers to use the website and digital channels so they could to get further information more 
quickly, was seen over 58,000 times. 

Examples of communication material are provided in Appendix 1 within the Annex to this 
document. 

 

 

D3. How did you proactively engage with customers (by customer type) before, during and after the 
event? 

For all customers, we can hone in by postcode to identify properties affected by a specific event and 
through the use of our UMS ‘Go Pro’ tool we can at speed bulk communicate to customers by text 
message, voice blast or email to alert them to issues and keep them informed about what is 
happening through to resolution. This capability was used during the event, allowing us to be more 
proactive than reactive and ensuring that we kept customers up-to-date on any localised events. 
The amount of proactive communications we delivered was ten times that of the inbound contacts 
we received. 

If we do have to turn off the water supply to Priority Service customers we ensure that customers 
are proactively contacted by their preferred method and are kept updated throughout. If there is a 
prolonged water outage we can supply personal deliveries of bottled water where needed.  Call 
centre scripts have prompts to help identify vulnerable customers who have not signed up for 
priority services.  The caller will then be treated as Priority Service customer and informed of the 
scheme. This process was effectively deployed during the freeze thaw period. Bottled water 
deliveries were made as business-as-usual to those customers where it was required. We made an 
additional 677 calls to Priority Services customers and those customers received up to 2 to 3 calls 
per day to make sure they were satisfied until things returned to normal. 

More broadly, we also make regular use of a newspaper, All Together Now, which has a distribution 
of 110k and a readership of 500k across the North West. Its footprint is that of our Priority Services 
customers and it is also made available through the main hospitals in the region, doctors’ surgeries 
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and supermarkets. We took out a special wraparound feature in this newspaper in the winter 
edition to promote the help and information about how customers could protect their homes from 
a freeze thaw and also promoted Priority Services for those not yet registered who might benefit 
from extra support. 

We can proactively identify and contact business customers for whom a water supply is critical and 
work with them to minimise the impact on services and, likewise, we proactively contact sensitive 
customers for whom a water supply is critical, such as hospitals, schools, prisons etc. and work with 
them to mitigate the impact on services. We did not experience any events or incidents which 
required us to trigger this process during the freeze thaw period. 

We can also segment and target customers through specific boosted posts on Twitter and Facebook 
to reach out to certain groups of customers and to provide information to partners and 
organisations we know also work with those customers to share advice and help more widely. We 
used this segmentation approach during our WinterWise digital campaign to make sure we were 
reaching out to as many customers as possible with the relevant advice and support. 

Information on our website is widely accessible for those with particular needs, such as visual 
impairment, specific language needs etc. through the use of the Recite Me tool which allows the 
website information to be customised – so the font can be made bigger, colours changed, text 
spoken out loud and information translated into 100 different languages. 

This meant that our WinterWise advice and information, including text and video, could be adapted 
and accessed by more customers, including non-English speaking customers and those with other 
needs. Examples of how this was used are in the appendix. 

 

 

D4. What processes do you have in place for managing properties that are vacant, void or difficult to 
access (e.g. businesses that are closed at weekends) in the event of a major incident? 

We manage properties that are vacant or difficult to access through our Integrated Control Centre, 
who have direct links to our wholesale service desk, who in turn are able to contact retail customers 
if we had been unable to contact them on site.  

From a No Water, Boil or Do Not Use perspective we use the same communication methods (e.g. 
letter/card) that we use for our domestic customers.  Although individual circumstances vary, in 
general if we can see that a leak is causing damage, or is causing a supply issue with other customers 
(i.e. a burst in an adjoining premises), then we attempt to shut off this supply if it is via a dedicated 
mains stop tap. 

Although we did not experience any specific or major issues like this during the event, we did assist 
in at least two occasions where leaks on private retail customers’ networks were causing problems 
by sending in our leak detection teams and offering to supply a repair collar to one.  This approach 
was mutually beneficial as it also helped us to control water loss through these substantial leaks. 
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D5. What ongoing support after the incidents have you put in place, in particular for customers in 
vulnerable circumstances? 

As part of our Priority Services offering, those customers registered with us are directly contacted by 
us at the start, during and at the conclusion of an event or incident to make sure they have all the 
help and information they need.  

This includes providing bottled water supplies on a regular basis in line with the specific customer’s 
needs. Alongside this, as part of our being a Priority Services customer, they have access to a 
dedicated, specially trained team on a day-to-day basis to support them more broadly around their 
water bill and water and wastewater services. Our agents and broader facing customer teams are 
also specifically asked to spot customers who may benefit from being on the Priority Services 
register so they can be encouraged to sign up and receive the support they may need. 
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Section E: Impact on customers and compensation arrangements 

We want to understand how water companies expect to provide customers with appropriate 
compensation for the disruption that they experienced. 

E1. Provide details of how you will identify which customers (by customer type) are entitled to 
compensation.  

We used our business as usual process for identifying properties impacted by water supply 
interruptions and poor pressure.  The number of compensation payments will be higher than for a 
normal winter but they were able to be managed using our business as usual process. With our 
capability to proactively pay compensation directly into customers’ bank accounts, we paid 79% of 
the compensation payments that way and all compensation has been paid. We paid compensation, 
in total, to 246 customers – 132 affected by a supply interruption; and a further 114 for whom we 
had to re-arrange a scheduled appointment we were unable to keep due to weather or access issues. 

An overview of our business as usual process is set out in the table below: 

Event between 
1 second and 3 
hours (real 
time) 

Network Analyst (NA) interrogates eRespond for relevant event data (off/on 
times, shut off boundary etc.).  
This investigation data is either held locally by the NA and / or reported back to 
the performance team for information only as there is no Customer minutes lost 
(CML) impact 

Event between 
3 hours 1 
second and 6 
hours (real 
time) 

Network Analyst interrogates eRespond for relevant event data (off/on times, 
shut off boundary etc.). This data is then investigated further via Q/A with the 
relevant field personnel to ensure no mistakes have been made in data capture 
during the incident.  
This data is reported back to the Performance Team who undertake quality 
checks and CML evaluation. 

Event between 
6 hours 1 
second and 12 
hours (real 
time) 

 

Network Analyst investigation as per 3 to 6 hour process.  
TSO (and potentially NPE/SDM) are involved in reviewing the data and a decision 
is made whether a Post Event Review (PER) is required to establish root cause of 
the interruption to supply. 
Additional network modelling may be required to validate which customers were 
impacted and at what time to more accurately establish customer minutes lost. 
Once the data is validated, a report is sent back to the Performance Team for 
final quality checks and CML evaluation. Lessons learned via the PER are shared 
into the wider teams. 

Event >12 
hours   
(real time) 

Network Analyst investigation as per 6 to 12 hour process.  
TSO, SDM and potentially the NPE are involved in reviewing the data. A Post 
Incident Review (PIR) is scheduled to review the occurrence, establish root cause 
and capture lessons learned. 
Additional network modelling may be required to validate which customers were 
impacted and at what time, to more accurately establish customer minutes lost. 
Once the data is validated, a report is sent back to the Performance Team for 
final quality checks and CML evaluation.  
Compensation payments are scheduled via the validated findings of the 
investigation. 
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E2. Provide details of the automatic GSS payments, including any payment penalties, you expect to 
pay (or already have paid) to customers (by customer type) as a result of the incident period and 
the total value associated to these payments. 

We have processed all our GSS payments to customers affected by the freeze thaw incident.  

During the period 24/2 to 12/3/18 we had 72 customers impacted by no water for greater than 12 
hours.  Each of these customers automatically received £25 as part of our GSS, the total value of the 
payments made is £1,700. 

A further 70 customers were impacted by no water for 24 hours, each of these customers have 
automatically received a £35 GSS payment.  The total of this payment is £2,400. 

114 customers had planned appointments rescheduled due to the extreme weather conditions, each 
of these customers have automatically received £25 as an apology for any inconvenience. The total 
value of these payments is £2,800. 

 

 

E3. Provide details of any further compensation you will be providing to customers beyond 
automatic GSS payments and how the level of compensation was calculated relative to the 
disruption customers experienced. In doing so please provide details of the numbers of 
customers (by customer type) you expect to receive this and the total value associated to these 
payments. 

We have made some “enhanced GSS” payments as listed above, but these are standard 
compensation payments made by UUW, rather than specific payments associated with this event. 

All the incidents that our customers experienced were due to localised bursts, rather than due to a 
loss of treatment capacity, or low level in a service reservoir.  As such we didn’t apply any special 
cases outside of our normal GSS approach. 

In other circumstances, and on a case by case approach, we assess the perceived customer impact of 
multiple or chronologically simultaneous events and can pay out a similar amount to GSS through our 
CCS approach e.g. two or more recent bursts / interruptions that add up to > 12 hours over a month; 
or several >3 or 4 interruptions in a couple of weeks.  
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E4. Provide details of how long you anticipate the process of compensating all affected customers 
will take and the methods by which the compensation will be paid (eg automatic, cheque). Will 
there be an application process for any elements of compensation? If so, please describe the 
process. 

We have processed and paid all compensation payments automatically. For the unplanned 
interruptions:  

• 79% of the payments were made directly to customers’ bank accounts.  We are able to do this 
where our customers pay by direct debit as we hold their bank details  

• 14% by cheque, and  
• 7% were applied as a credit to the account of customers who were in arrears with their water 

charges. 

For the rearranged appointments, 51% were paid directly to bank accounts, 47% by cheque and 1% 
by credit. Volumes by payment type always vary depending on how the customer pays and what 
bank details we hold. 
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Section F: Reflection and lessons learnt 

We want to understand what lessons water companies will take on board from the events in terms of 
delivering greater resilience in the round for customers. 

F1. Provide details of what you considered to work well and what you considered to need future 
improvement for your company and why in relation to: 

a) Identifying and repairing supply interruptions and actions taken to prepare the supply and 
network system; 

During the Freeze thaw event the Central Production Planning team used the Production planning 
tools (described in section B) to manage WTW production, pumping systems and treated water 
storage at a regional and crucially local level to successfully maintain supplies to all customers. The 
systems allowed issues to be identified quickly and action taken to mitigate any risk of loss of supply 
– for example by deployment of the Company’s significant alternative supply vehicle fleet, which 
enabled supplies to be maintained whilst leaks were identified and repaired. 

In addition, the Company’s central Network System Operator team uses a suite of data, GIS enabled 
visualisation of customer service system, integration tools and machine learning enabled system 
(ERWAN) to compare live performance (flow and pressure) with historical norms – enabling the team 
to spot issues developing and either control systems from the centre or deploy field teams to take 
action. The team are also trained in Network modelling, enabling effective proactive and reactive 
planning for system management, ASV and repair resource deployment whilst also reducing the risks 
associated with sufficiency and acceptability (discolouration or aeration).  These systems were used 
to great effect during the freeze thaw event, enabling network and customer issues to be identified 
and resolved quickly. 

We use an approach to sufficiency called the 3R’s, which comprises: 

(1) Respond – assess the situation within the ICC and if necessary within the field;  

(2) Restore – assess whether customer supply can be restored by rezoning or if this is not possible by 
deployment of the Company’s significant ASV fleet (20 ASV 30,000 litre tankers) and  

(3) Repair –once supplies are restored the mains burst is isolated and repaired.  

This approach has been used very successfully for the last six months and was central to the 
maintenance of supplies during the Freeze Thaw event. 

Although we have not identified any major issues with our preparations for this event, we did 
experience some issues sourcing additional generators and needed to organise some additional 
suppliers.   

 

b) Communicating activities to customers/stakeholders (by customer/stakeholder type); 

We are seeing the benefit from lessons learned from previous incidents of this nature, such as the 
significant freeze thaw in 2011, and our experience during Franklaw, which were shared with the rest 
of the sector. We have combined this direct experience with taking time, after each significant 
incident, to conduct research with those affected customers, household and non-household, and 
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broken down by segment, so age profile and geography, vulnerable etc to understand their 
expectations and what went well and what could be better to meet their needs. 

The key benefits have been: 

• Bringing in capability which allows us to rapidly match operational data with customer data to 
deliver proactive communications, at bulk and in real-time, to customers through a channel of 
their choice – text, email or voice blast – often before they appreciate there is an issue and to 
keep them informed throughout until the situation returns to normal 

• The same capability gives us the means of easily identifying which of those customers are on 
our Priority Services register or are sensitive customers; again so these customers can then be 
proactively contacted to understand their needs and meet them quickly, such as arranging 
bottled water deliveries to the door of relevant customers 

• Using the same system, we can now also effectively match impacts against local authority and 
MP constituency to ensure where there may be more localised events, which do not trigger 
wider regional liaison processes, that we can proactively share information and updates with 
those authorities, councillors, MPs and other relevant community groups 

• We started our WinterWise advice early – from November – in recognition that cold weather 
periods could develop at any time and to give us the time to seed content and share with 
others in the wider community who can better influence some of the customers we wanted 
to make sure saw the information and advice 

• We made better use of digital assets and made sure we had a bank of those assets which 
could be utilised quickly and easily so the advice was always at its most relevant, eg preparing 
for Winter (lagging and knowing where your pipes and stop taps are), then freeze (dealing 
with a frozen pipe) and then thaw (what to do if a pipe burst). The how-to videos proved 
particularly effective on social media. Examples of this are in the appendix and you can see 
customers’ response to that. 

• We have brought in a tool, Recite Me, which enables customers to customise the website/and 
mobile view of the website to better meet their needs, such as visual impairment, hard of 
hearing or language – in order that we can make sure our online information is more widely 
accessible  

• We have identified key third sector partners with whom we can provide collateral so they can 
share on their channels to further increase our reach and engagement. We also make regular 
use of a newspaper, All Together Now, which has a readership of 500k across the North West 
and is also distributed to hospitals, doctors’ surgeries and supermarkets. 

• In recognition from the feedback from our research that one size does not fit all, our 
campaigns are segmented to understand and build messaging which is appropriate by 
customer – whether that is driven by their access (use of digital or otherwise), their lifestyle 
(parents, elderly, young families), by affordability (limited financial means) or potential 
vulnerability (our Priority Services) – and to make sure the information and help is relevant 
and reaches them in the most effective way 
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• In order to try and get it right first time, we now also have the benefit of an online customer 
panel community and we will trial and test communications activity and messaging with the 
panel before it is scaled up to get their feedback and make appropriate improvements. 

 

c) Identifying and supporting the needs of customers in vulnerable circumstances; and 

Lessons directly learned from our experience during Franklaw led us to create what we believe is our 
industry-leading Priority Services. With a dedicated team of specially trained employees, we can spot 
the right customer who would benefit from extra support, across a number of needs, whether that is 
long-term or short-term, and sign them up to the register. Supported by our regular promotion of the 
service through other organisations and directly to the target segment of customers or their carers, 
families and friends, we have driven up take-up of the service by 140 per cent – with more than 
50,000 customers currently on our register. 

More than 3,000 of those responded to a recent survey we did to understand what they valued most 
from the service. By a large majority, most felt the proactive communications received when there 
was an event which might affect their water supply was most important, along with receiving bottled 
water to their home where that was needed. 

The capability we now have to match operational date and customer data to rapidly identify which 
Priority Services and sensitive customers may be affected by an event or incident means we can 
contact them and trigger support and on-going communications at the outset and during an event. 
Alongside the Go Pro tool which allows to bulk communicate via text, email or voice blast at speed, in 
real-time, this is allowing us to must better meet the needs and expectations of those customers. 

Our lessons learned from Franklaw have also enabled us to put in place a customer incident team, 
which brings together the right range of skill sets, alongside customer communication channels and 
support, to ensure that the care for customers is not only activated early but remains dynamic. 

In creating Priority Services, we also put in place a strategic contract with Unipart in order that we 
can effectively manage and supply bottled water deliveries to all parts of our region, at any time, and 
at scale, if required, so the support for those who need it most is there as soon as possible. 

 

 

 

d) Having the appropriate governance processes in place. 

The Executive took a key role in both preparing for and actively managing this incident and as a 
consequence no specific lessons have been highlighted in this area. 
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F2. What were the biggest constraints to your company doing more, faster to respond to issues 
customers faced?  

No specific constraints that have been highlighted that reduced our ability to respond quickly and 
effectively to customer issues. 

We do however, think that it would be beneficial if lessons learned through this exercise could be 
shared and reviewed through workshops or briefing sessions, similar to those which UUW ran 
following the recent incident at Franklaw WTW. 

Following Franklaw we ran four different seminars each focussing on one aspect of the lessons 
learned (see section B5).  The feedback we have received from these seminars has been very positive 
and we understand that other companies have implemented changes as a direct result of the 
sessions.   

. 
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Annex - Appendix 1 examples of our communications material (Question D2) 

Example 1: Winterwise Campaign started in November 2017 – March 2018 

Key campaign messages: 

• Pipes like people need wrapping up this winter – lag your water pipes in cold places 

• Know what to do if your pipes freeze or burst - find and test your stop tap 

• Look after loved ones and others in the community by offering to lag their pipes 

Website content updated to include getting ready for winter advice – lag pipes in cold places, cover outside taps, 

find and test stop tap 

• Simple ‘how to videos’ and easy to follow advice. Eg. What to do with frozen pipes? What to do if a pipe 

bursts? 
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Example 2: Digital marketing 

Our digital marketing campaign ran between 17th Jan to 9th March and performed well with 4.4m impressions 
(views) of our winter advice ads across the North West (these ads appear when browsing websites).  10.8k people 
have clicked through for more advice after seeing the digital ads. 
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Example 3: Social Media winter round up advice 
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Example 4: Social media cold snap 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example 5: Winter customer communications activity 
• Series of videos with subtitles are hosted on YouTube gives simple pipe lagging advice and also has a ‘help 

others in your community’ messages 
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• Radio: our ad ran with winter advice throughout February across the region on CFM, Key 103, Radio City, 
Rock FM, Heart North West, Smooth Radio and The Bay, reaching around 3 million listeners.   

 

 

 

 

Example 6: Twitter 

• On Twitter our promoted (targeted/paid) posts have had 57,281 impressions (views) with an average of 113 
clicks through per day to our website weather advice. 

• During the cold spell, we responded to 214 direct messages on Facebook compared to 82 the previous 
week. On Twitter we responded to 2.3k tweets compared to 1.1k the previous week. 

• Useful advice like the hot water bottle worked! 

 

Example 7: Customer roadshows Feb-Mar 2018  

• Offering winter advice with winter packs with leaflet and free ice scraper  

• 17 locations across the North West, 31 days of roadshows, 5,000 customer interactions. 

• Packs were also given to customers by our water quality teams who visit customer’s homes  
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Example 8: Accessibility to information 

• We have Recite Me on our website to make information accessible to a wide range of customers in a way 
that suits their needs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example 9: Priority Service Customers 

• All Together Now – North West - wrap around special Dec-Jan 18 edition 

• 110,000 copies distributed every two months 

• Mainstream readerships of almost half a million (multiple readers per issue) 

• Free publication circulated to hospitals, supermarkets and health centres 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example 10: Leakline campaign  

• Website, Twitter and FB header banner 

• Radio ad running throughout March across the region on CFM, Key 103, Radio City, Rock FM, Heart North 
West, Smooth Radio and The Bay, reaching around 3.5m people.  

• Twitter and Facebook schedule starring Snipe our leak sniffer  

• Digital campaign running across social media channels 
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